
Our growing company is hiring for an analyst, business strategy. To join our
growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for analyst, business strategy

Business Engagement, by managing the needs and expectations of the
Business to drive satisfaction while ensuring compliance to procurement
standards and alignment with procurement strategies
Identify and define strategic projects and associated requirements
Proactively gather and analyze data, formulate and test hypotheses,
synthesize findings, develop go-forward plans and help drive and translate
recommendations into results
Understanding of Trading Propositions commercial policies
Analysis of usage data to determine opportunities for growth
Identify areas for cross-sell of existing product lines into new client segments
Assist the proposition managers in running the Trading business here at TR by
delivering the information and analysis to help make commercial, product
development and strategy decisions
Analyze usage and transactions data across Equities, Fixed Income and
Foreign Exchange to identify areas to focus in 2018 and beyond
Help product teams gauge success in product delivery Utilize technology to
identify areas where TR can maximize revenue across the entire proposition
portfolio in Trading
Use external research and industry reports to track market, industry and
competitive trends and summarize industry dynamics

Qualifications for analyst, business strategy

Example of Analyst, Business Strategy Job
Description
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2+ years of experience with general project management, process
improvement, and/or analyst experience
Three years’ experience in a call center or equivalent environment analyzing
large volumes of data, driving root cause analysis, identifying trends, and
effectively communicating recommendations
Advanced level of proficiency and experience with Excel, including complex
pivot tables, macros, formulas/functions, and charts
Ability to produce detailed and coherent PowerPoint presentations, and
effectively communicate to varying levels of senior leadership
Demonstrated ability to manage and prioritize multiple complex tasks to
meet strict deadlines, with proven ability to develop end-to-end action plans
with clear milestones, deliverables, dependencies, time lines, risk mitigation,
and resource planning


